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INTRODUCTION
by Judith Newlin, Photography Editor
More than 2 million people get married in the United States every year. That’s a lot of weddings, and a
lot of business for wedding photographers. With weddings growing into increasingly more expensive
and complex events, wedding photography has grown in scope and complexity too. The Knot’s 2014
survey of wedding trends iindicates that photography and videography accounts for 14% of a wedding
budget. With couples expecting professional and polished photography from large and complex events,
wedding photographers are wearing many hats.
This book pulls together skills and best practices from three Focal Press books, designed to introduce the
wedding photographer to a broader range of photographic practice.
The business side of photography is one of the most important – and perhaps most frustrating – aspects
to professional photography. From This Modern Romance, the chapter on “Building Your Portfolio and
Educating Clients” helps photographers use engagement sessions as a way to strengthen their brand
through fun, stylized imagery that reflects a personal photographic style and builds a marketable
portfolio, and helps build relationships with a couple prior to the wedding.
From Body and Soul, “Values, Ideas, Morals” analyzes the influence of value systems on the demands of
boudoir photography, setting aside judgment to best understand and meet a clients’ needs. Boudoir
photography demands an examination of one’s own values, deciding where to draw the line in one’s
work, and also highlighting those areas in which a photographer finds connection and trust with a client
through concept building.
“Fleshing Out the Idea,” from The Naked and the Lens, 2nd Edition tackles this concept-building in nude
photography; what is the role of nudity in photography? Context helps distinguish the nude versus the
naked in art, and the composition of the image can speak as much to intent and relationship as the
undressed figure itself.
If you like what a certain author has to say, or want to learn more about integrating the skills and
practices from these different photographic practices into your own body of work, we encourage you
to read the entire book. You can find these and more titles at: https://www.routledge.com/
photography. Begin to build your own personal library, and educate yourself and your team in the
varied roles a photographer must now play in this ever-changing landscape.

i

https://www.theknot.com/content/average-wedding-cost-2014

Other photography titles by Routledge:

Langford’s Basic
Photography

Adobe Photoshop CC
for Photographers

Photography Careers

A User’s Guide to
View Camera

Rick Sammon’s
Creative Visualization
for Photographers

Light Science & Magic
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CHAPTER 1

Building Your Portfolio and
Educating Clients
G

etting engaged is like falling in love all over again.
Butterflies in the stomach, an ear-to-ear smile every
day and the fuzzy feeling that comes with knowing you’ve
found your soulmate are intoxicating. The opportunity to
capture and celebrate these rare moments gives engagement
photographers a very special role. As the years pass, the
images and memories created become more and more
precious. This unique period in your couple’s life, combined
with an artistic and vibrant wedding industry, makes this an
exciting time to be a photographer.
With over a decade’s experience in the wedding industry
publisher and editor-in-chief of Southern Weddings
magazine, Lara Casey states that:
in my opinion, there is nothing more valuable in the
tangible world (besides people) than great photographs.
Engagement sessions give you the opportunity to immortalize your love for generations to come. I only wish
my grandparents had candid photos of them in love! What
priceless memories!

Getting Started
Engagement sessions can be a great way to expand your
portfolio by integrating fun, stylized imagery that strengthens
your brand. By improving your directing and shooting skills,
you can create and display imagery that attracts your ideal

client. Photographers, regardless of how long they have been
shooting, will benefit from regularly revisiting and revitalizing
their portfolios. Designing your business to reflect your
photographic style will challenge you creatively and help you
develop a current and marketable portfolio.
To construct a flourishing business that also satisfies you
as an artist, you must invest in more than just costly
equipment and a modern website—you must also spend time
nurturing your photography and directing skills and
streamlining your style. Your portfolio and branding are
what sell “you.” It is what clients are initially drawn to and a
substantial reason that they chose you as their photographer.
Devoting your time and energy to producing a polished
portfolio that showcases your style will help you attract the
kind of clients that you want. If engagement sessions are new
to you or you’d like to create a new niche for yourself, try
shooting a few stylized sessions with friends to get the ball
rolling. On the other hand, if you have been in the industry
for a while, energize your current portfolio with fresh imagery
by creating new work in your unique voice and by staying up
to date on current trends in the wedding industry. Like any
hard earned accomplishment, mastery of your craft comes
with time, hard work, and patience. Malcom Gladwell, author
of Outliers: The Secret to Success, affirms that the secret to
achievement in almost any area is having practiced it for
10,000 hours. While you may have an intrinsic talent in your
creative pursuits, the only way you will ever be able to grow
is through dedication and regular practice.
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Both images shot with the Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 24-70mm 2.8L II lens, ISO 400, f/2.8 at 1/1600 sec

“This vibrant young couple were
all smiles at the beach right before
sunset. For the walking image,
I asked the couple to walk toward
the water, smile and look at each
other. Part way through the walk,
I asked her to glance over her
shoulder at me.”
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“I recently began incorporating film
coverage alongside digital and
continually experiment with different
film stocks and exposures during test
shoots. I found that I love the look
and grain of Ilford FP4 plus 125.”

Show to Sell

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/125 sec. Ilford FP4
Plus 125 Black and White film

Like attracts like, they say. In order to work at a certain level
or attract a specific client, you must show that you are able
to produce the type of work desired by that client. The images
that you show on your website and portfolio, along with your
branding, will draw in clients that are seeking that style.
Whether you are a hopeless romantic with a penchant for soft
and dreamy photos or fascinated by strong lines and hyperreal
images, like those of photographer David LaChapelle, creating
work that echoes your style will benefit both your business
and your sanity in the long run. Many photographers make
the mistake of trying to market and appeal to everyone, only
to find that they are not directly targeting their ideal client,
nor are they displaying a consistent voice. Find a style that
excites you and fill your portfolio with only your best images.
Instead of churning out pictures of couples wearing
matching white-collared shirts and jeans, tap into your artistic
side and plan shoots that involve the locations, colors,
and props that suit the type of client you want to attract.
If you spend time shooting images that you don’t love,
you will be unsatisfied in the future with the direction of
your business. Shooting images that you do love, on the other
hand, will attract clients who harmoniously sync with your
style.

3
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“Shooting images that you do love,
on the other hand, will attract
clients who harmoniously sync
with your style.”

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/3.8 at 1/125 sec. Fujifilm Pro 400H
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“For this image, I asked her to jump into his arms and
kick up her heels for a kiss! It’s OK to have your couple
try this a few times to get just the right shot and
it usually elicits a lot of genuine laughter.”

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/250 sec. Fujifilm Pro 400H

5
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Canon EOS 5D
Mark II, 50mm 1.2
lens, ISO 100, f/3.5
at 1/320 sec

Test Shoots
Successful commercial and fashion-based photographers
often expand their portfolios by setting up unpaid photo
shoots so that they can experiment with a new look, play with
a new concept, or test out a new piece of equipment or film
stock. The fashion industry refers to these unpaid sessions as
‘test shoots.’ Commercial and fashion-based photographers
are expected and encouraged to do test shoots in order to
develop as skilled professionals and artists. Why shouldn’t
wedding and portrait photographers do the same? No matter
how long you have been a photographer, always look for a
reason to pick up your camera and do what you love. Scout
locations that excite you, find people to photograph that

inspire you and plan shoots outside of your paid jobs. You
will learn a lot by educating yourself through books and
workshops, but nothing can replace actual experience.
Test shoots provide an opportunity to work out the
kinks in your shooting strategies and mature your workflow
without the pressure of a paying client. Brainstorming new
ideas involving color palettes, pre-scouted locations, and
props will inspire you to move away from conventional
portraits and adapt yourself to current trends while maintaining your unique voice as an artist. Setting up a test shoot
takes time and effort but they become easier to plan over
time after you establish relationships with other industry
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professionals. When looking for local resources, reach out
to friends and family or aspiring models. Websites like
Model Mayhem (www.modelmayhem.com) and, to a lesser
extent, Craigslist (www.craigslist.com) can connect you with
people who are eager to collaborate with photographers.
Involving local coordinators, make-up artists, hair stylists,
and aspiring fashion stylists is not only great networking, but
can add a sense of excitement and style. Working with people
who are enthusiastic about being photographed will initially
help develop your directing style. When testing or sourcing
models, ensure that you have the rights to use the images in
your portfolio by having them sign a model release form.
Collaborative projects are an advantageous way to organize
a test shoot without directly advertising freebies on your
blog, Facebook page or website, which could negatively affecting your business and brand. Regularly devoting yourself to
artistic growth will help that growth to become a habit.
Pushing yourself to try something new or to finally set up a
shoot that you’ve been dreaming of will be the foundation
that strengthens your work and boosts your business!

The Initial Meeting/
Booking the Session
Most engagement sessions are booked during the initial
meeting for a wedding or added later in addition to wedding
coverage, although sometimes a couple will inquire about
engagement images even before they have set a date for their
wedding. For many couples, this is the first time they are
getting married and may even be the first time they have been
photographed professionally. Think of yourself as a guide to
help them understand the standard practices of the wedding
industry.
Once potential clients have shown an interest in hiring
you for their engagement session and/or wedding, set up a
meeting with them to provide them with information on the
benefits of an engagement session and how to best approach
the shoot. Meeting in your studio, over Skype, or getting
together for a cup of coffee is a good starting point for
your relationship, where you can discover more about their

Building Your Portfolio and Educating Clients

“Throughout my photography
career, I have always worked
from home. Initially, I was a bit
embarrassed to meet couples at a
coffee shop. In the back of my
mind, I was worried that they
wouldn’t see me as a true
professional without a flashy studio
or big presentation. I found,
however, that I could use the
casual setting to my advantage
and really connect on a personal
level with my potential clients.
My goal right off the bat is to find
out more about them and their
relationship. I want them to feel
absolutely comfortable with me,
like sharing a cup of tea with a
friend. Now, although I could
potentially work out of studio or
office space, I still choose to work
from home and enjoy the low
overhead costs!”

Û
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personalities, show them samples of products and albums,
book the session and begin to collaborate on themes, locations, and style.
An integral part of creating a beautiful engagement
session and selling it to your client as a part of their wedding
package is educating them about the process. Couples may

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/250 sec.
Kodak Porta 800

not be aware of how an engagement shoot will enhance their
entire wedding experience. Wedding coordinator extraordinaire, Michelle Buckley of Mint Julep Social Events,
recommends to all her clients to book an engagement session
before their wedding since “these shoots are so important for
the couple to become comfortable in front of the camera and
confident in their photographer. It makes the wedding day
so much more enjoyable!”
Weddings can be high-stress and fast-paced affairs
where, often, the bride and groom are so caught up in the
flow of the wedding that, between the tug of parents’ desires
and adhering to a schedule, they may not be as relaxed as they
would like to be for their photos. Even with the most
strategically planned timeline, events can run late, which may
leave less time for romantic portraits. A “practice run” before
the wedding day helps couples to fall into place naturally
when photographed at the wedding because they already
know what to expect from their photographer.
An engagement session will also bring attention to
awkward poses and a person’s most flattering (or unflattering)
angle in advance so that the photographer can capture them
at their best on their wedding day. For instance, some people
who don’t know what to do with their hands may make a fist
or stiffen up if they’re nervous. The engagement session is
your chance to identify these tendencies in advance.
After Stephanie photographed their engagement session
and wedding, Amanda and Henry Ngo reflected on their
engagement session:
Without a doubt, the engagement session was a huge step
towards making us feel ready and comfortable on our
wedding day. Since we had already gone through the
experience of taking romantic shots with Stephanie, and
were familiar with her style and cues, the process on our
day felt like a breeze. It truly helped us stay calm and happy
during our wedding. With only about an hour to spare
for bridal party photos and a strict timeline of events
on the big day, I would highly recommend any couple
considering an engagement session to do it. It allowed us
to feel more confident which ultimately led to photos we
are absolutely in love with.
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Because photographers spend a lot of time with a couple
on their wedding day, often more than other vendors and
sometimes even more than family members, it is important that couples feel comfortable with their photographer.
Ashley and Tyman Stevens reflected on their engagement
session, saying that their session gave them the opportunity
to get to know Stephanie better and vice versa: “Weddings
are an extremely intimate day, and already knowing our
photographer put us at ease. It was just like having another
friend or family member around.” Your goal is to not be
“just another vendor,” or a stranger, but someone that they
can trust with documenting one of the most important days
of their life.
Leila Khalil, owner of Be Inspired PR, has worked in
wedding marketing for ten years and considers engagement
sessions a must before the wedding:

Building Your Portfolio and Educating Clients

“This image was shot in open shade.
I stood on a nearby chair to get
some height on the couple and
focused on her eyelashes.”

It’s so fun to look back on the period of your engagement
because, before you know it, everything is different!
Engagement photos are also perfect to use at all the events
leading up to the wedding day as well as the big day itself.
Bridal showers, rehearsal dinners, and dessert bars all look
amazing with professional photos on display.
If your clients are interested in booking you for their
wedding, help them understand how an engagement session
can really benefit the wedding photos too. The engagement
session is a way to get to know your couples more and a great
chance to strengthen client rapport. Clients whom you have
built genuine relationships with will enthusiastically refer
you to their friends and family and are more likely to come
back to you to document other major life events, like
maternity and family photos.

Contax 645, 80mm Zeiss lens, f/2 at 1/250 sec.
Fujifilm Pro 400H

9
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Canon EOS 5D, 24-70mm 2.8 lens, ISO 250, f/3.5
at 1/800 sec

Integrating Engagement
Sessions into Your Wedding
Packages
Depending on how long you have been shooting and your
local market, you might consider including the engagement
session in your wedding package or offering it as an à la carte
session. In order to sell the engagement session, you need
to show prospective clients the value that it adds to their

wedding photography coverage. They need to understand that
not only will they receive beautiful images that document an
important and exciting time in their lives, but that their
wedding images will also benefit from the engagement
session. If you choose to include engagement sessions in all
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of your wedding packages, make sure you account for the
costs involved. Including the engagement session doesn’t
mean that you should ever work for free; be sure adjust your
prices to reflect the amount of work that you’re doing.
Another strategy to book more engagement sessions
is by offering them to couples who have inquired about
your services for their wedding date, only to find that you are
already booked for that date. Instead of simply sending them
off with referrals to your peers, suggest shooting an engagement session with them since you won’t be available for the
wedding. They may jump at the chance to still be able to work
with you, even if it is on a smaller scale. Increasing the amount
of romantic sessions shot during the year will give you more
time to fine tune your directing skills while getting to know

Û

Building Your Portfolio and Educating Clients

each of your clients more in-depth. In addition to building
strong relationships with your couples to ensure future
bookings, engagement sessions also give you an additional
opportunity to sell prints, albums, and other products to
increase your revenue. The “show to sell” concept applies
to all of the engagement session products that you offer.
Having tangible examples of coffee table albums, custom
guest signing books, and print displays to hand is an effective
way to sell your clients additional items to add on to their
total package. Seeing these products will hopefully get your
clients excited about all of the potential ways they can enjoy
their photos and create a desire for add-on items they had
not previously considered.

“When starting out, many photographers include a
‘complimentary’ engagement session with their wedding packages
with the cost of the session built in. Other options include listing
the session at a reasonable rate to make it an easy addition.
For clients who want to hire you only for the engagement
session, I would recommend pricing these sessions differently.
I offer several choices based on the number of images the client
will receive. For instance, the first option will include only the
session with the opportunity to purchase prints and high resolution
images. The second option will include five high resolution images,
the third will include ten images, the fourth will include 20 images
and the final option will include the full collection. The first option
is the most economically priced; however, couples almost
always upgrade once they see their photos.
Most of my couples will end up splurging on the full
release of images and even adding large canvas prints, fine art
prints, and engagement albums to their order.

11
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“These images create a very sweet and romantic series when placed together.
Diptychs and triptychs look amazing displayed on a client’s wall and can
convey a visual story better than a stand-alone image.”

Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 320,
f/2.8 at 1/400 sec

Preparing Your Couple for
the Shoot
Your initial meeting is also a good time to encourage your
couples to go the extra mile to make their engagement shoot
beautiful. Since most people aren’t used to being photographed, they may not realize that little additions, like getting their hair and make-up done professionally, can really
enhance their photos. Many clients will need to be subtly
encouraged to have this done, but will be very pleased
with the outcome. Brides will appreciate the opportunity to
see how their hair and make-up translates onto photographs.
The experience will also give them a better idea of how much

time they should allow for getting ready on their wedding
day. Encourage your clients by letting them know that
getting their hair and make-up done is a very normal part of
creating professional looking photos. Use words that aren’t
forceful and lightly recommend that they approach the photo
shoot in the same manner that many of your couples do in
order to get the most out of the experience. The way you
approach your initial meeting, as well as your shoot, will
set the tone for your relationship with your couple—so be
friendly and excited.
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“Images that feature stunning
landscapes and negative space
make perfect large canvas prints.”
Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 640, f/2.2 at 1/200 sec

Building Your Portfolio and Educating Clients
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Here is a sample spread from my photography tips packet that I send out to all my couples. It was created by graphic
designer Brian Rau, and is a mixture of engagement session and wedding day tips peppered with some of my favorite
portfolio images.
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Even if your couple choose to forego getting their hair
and make-up done, the idea itself will encourage them to put
more thought into the session. When people feel good about
themselves, it shows through in photographs. When your
couple feel at their best, by looking styled or bringing props
that fit their personalities, the photo session will blossom.
Thoughtful planning by the couple is a vital part of the
photographic collaboration and will help them take the shoot
more seriously.
Your meeting is a great time to suggest a few other tips
regarding wardrobe, location, props, and styling. Possibly

Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 320, f/2.8 at 1/320 sec

mention a few inspiring locations to shoot at to help your
clients visualize the experience and get excited. Once your
client has booked a session with you, you can send them
additional information, like an engagement session tips
packet that reiterates a few of your initial suggestions for a
successful engagement shoot. An engagement tips packet is
a subtle way to provide your clients with a list of things that
they should do to prepare for their session without the
recommendations feeling forced. Most couples will be grateful
for any advice that will enhance their photo shoot, and will
follow through with any suggestions that will make their
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images more breathtaking. Remember, the goal of your
recommendations is to make them look and feel better about
their images and the entire photo shoot experience.

Be Genuine
Genuine interest in your couple, along with an authentic
desire to get to know them better, is crucial to establishing
good client rapport. If you find you are lacking in this area,
there are plenty of resources to help you build this necessary
skill. Reading books like the 1936 classic How to Win Friends

Building Your Portfolio and Educating Clients

and Influence People by Dale Carnegie is a good place to
start. If you come across as professional on every level
and are confident in your craft, you will have more control
over your clients’ overall experience. Whether you are recommending locations and props or choosing the exact time of
day to shoot, couples will be grateful for guidance from their
photographer. In truth, the session is not about the props,
the clothes, or the location, but about celebrating your couple
and their love. Yet, learning to use all of the tools that you
have as a photographer will help you create memorable,
distinct images that your clients will cherish for the rest of
their lives.

Both images shot with Canon EOS-1V, 80mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/250 sec. Fujifilm Pro 400H
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O

ften photographers find themselves pulled toward
a slew of different media, but don’t realize that choosing
a camera is really about fulfilling their creative vision in a
professional manner. There is no right or wrong choice in
a camera as long as it fits into your workflow and branding.
Fashion photographer Rodney Smith elegantly stated:

“A camera is simply a tool in
your hands.”

For the people who write me and ask for answers, or who
are looking for the right process to make better pictures,
I implore you to realize that there isn’t any ONE right
answer. There is only your particular answer to be found
and only you can find it. This is no easy task.

Choosing a Camera
Experimenting with different cameras is a delightful way to
discover the type that works best for you. Test shoots aren’t
just an opportunity to try out new locations, models, and
styles—they can help you decide what kind of camera you
want to invest in. Use test shoots to explore the different styles
that you are drawn to and the kind of equipment that makes
those images possible. Get inspired by history’s most
renowned photographers. Perhaps you are fascinated by
dramatic, high-contrast images or by clean, modern lines.
If you are curious about shooting with film, but have
traditionally shot with a digital camera, a test shoot can be a
great opportunity to find out how to use a film camera in

Holga 120N set to shade, Fujifilm Pro 400H
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“Test shoots are the
perfect time to work on your
shoot flow and try out new camera
equipment in a realistic setting.
When I first started shooting film in
addition to my digital coverage,
I used test shoots to practice
loading film quickly and fully
familiarize myself with the Contax
645 focusing and metering system.
The 35mm Canon EOS-1V camera
was easier to adjust to, since the
settings, button and wheel
placement were similar to my
digital Canon 5D Mark II. I also used
these sessions as a way to test
different film types and film labs,
so I could have my desired look
completely figured out
before offering these services
to paying clients.”

Û

combination with a new style, location, and lighting concept
without the expectations of paying clients.
Explore different types of lighting and find a look that
represents you. If you want to shoot with a Holga camera or
explore negative space, be sure to include those looks from
test shoots in your portfolio. Again, remember that you want
to maintain congruency in your brand and image. If you
advertise a portfolio on your website featuring a certain image
quality, it’s important to always provide your clients with

consistent product. Try to find a balance between what you
love to shoot and your clients’ expectations.
Consider renting different cameras while you are
reinvigorating, test shooting, or pioneering your brand. Avoid
buying a camera simply because another photographer is
touting it as the best on the market. Give yourself space and
time to investigate different types of cameras—film, digital
SLRs, 35mm, medium and large format, toy cameras, instant
cameras, twin lens reflex, and rangefinders are all viable
creative options in today’s market. A camera is simply a tool
in your hands. It is through a refined eye and knowledge
of light and composition combined with proficient use of
your equipment that you will produce your finest images.
While there is a standard of equipment quality for the
wedding industry, it is your understanding of light and
photography that qualifies you as a professional.

Choosing Your Equipment
Even more valuable than the specific type of equipment you
use is a thorough, practical knowledge of how your camera
gear works. While you may not need as much equipment for
an engagement shoot as you would for a wedding or a
commercial shoot, it is critical to be completely comfortable
with the camera and lenses that you do use. A detailed,
functional understanding of your camera and all of its settings
is necessary in order to achieve your artistic vision while still
focusing your attention on your subjects and their overall
experience.
While this book will cover some technical photography
knowledge, it will serve you best if you already have a basic
understanding of photography along with the ability to shoot
your camera in manual mode. There is no shortcut method
to learn about your camera and equipment. Read your
camera’s manual front to back and dedicate a good chunk of
time to exploring all of your settings and functions. Every
camera has different settings and potentially varying light
metering systems. Photograph an assortment of subjects and
colors under different lighting conditions to get to know the
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Canon EOS-1V, 85mm 1.2 lens, f/2.8 at
1/250 sec. Fujifilm Pro 400H converted
to black and white in post-processing

way your camera reads a scene. For example, your camera’s
metering system may overexpose a scene when photographing a subject in all black; you should fully understand how
your camera meters and ‘sees light,’ so that you are able to
compensate accordingly and accurately expose your photos.
When shooting with clients, you want to be able to focus
your attention on composition and direction without being
flustered by unknown camera functions or settings. Give
your photography the unhindered opportunity to flourish.
Be fully involved when shooting engagement sessions—allow
yourself to focus on your couple, the scene, and creative
composition during an engagement shoot.
It’s critical that you arrive at every engagement session
prepared. Preparation goes beyond charging your batteries,
formatting memory cards, and scouting locations. As a
professional photographer, you should always have a backup
camera with you. Your clients have made certain investments
on the shoot day—they have potentially taken time off from
work, secured a location or hired a stylist and gotten their
hair and make-up done. Should an unexpected misfortune

occur (a camera fails or a lens takes an unfortunate spill),
meticulous preparation and foresight will save your shoot
time, your clients’ investment, and your reputation as a
professional. The bare minimum that you can do to mitigate
adverse circumstances is to always bring a backup camera,
extra batteries and CF cards, and carry liability and equipment insurance. Some locations, especially historic sites and
museums, will not allow a photographer to shoot on the
property or obtain a permit without liability insurance.
Even though you may be carrying less equipment on you
for an engagement session, theft or equipment damage is
always a possibility, and insurance is relatively inexpensive.
Hill and Usher (www.hillusher.com) has a photographer’s
insurance package that covers damage, theft, and liability.
Several photography organizations also offer low-cost
coverage, like the Professional Photographers of America
(PPA) that includes indemnification insurance and $15,000
worth of equipment insurance as part of the membership
costs. There are no real reasons to not have these professional
precautions in place. While many photographers have been
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“Backlit images or images with a lot of bright negative space will read too
bright with your camera’s light meter and will end up underexposed unless
you compensate.”

Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 500, f/3.5 at 1/500

in business for a long time without taking these steps,
something inevitably goes wrong, and it is ultimately the
photographer’s responsibility. Horror stories abound of lost
memory cards, broken or stolen equipment and, always,

heartbroken clients. By taking action to protect yourself and
your clients against the natural misfortunes of everyday life,
you can ensure the safety of your clients’ photos, your gear
and your business.
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Digital vs. Film

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/250 sec.
Fujifilm Pro 400H

The photographic community is constantly debating which
approach is better, digital or film, especially since there has
been a recent shift back to film in the wedding industry. Both
formats can be powerful tools when used skillfully and
deliberately, and both digital and film based photography can
be used to communicate your vision during an engagement
shoot. If you are just starting out in photography, choosing
to focus on one medium that accurately reflects your lifestyle,
time constraints, and workflow will serve you better than
trying to master both digital and film. There are benefits and
challenges to both types of photography.
Both film and digital photography require financial
investments. Although it requires more of an initial invest-

“Both images were shot in open shade on a bright sunny day in the
desert. The left image is shot with film and scanned by Richard Photo
Lab, while the right is digital capture with no post-processing.”

Left image is Contax 645, 80mm Zeiss
lens, f/2.8 at 1/250 sec, Fujifilm Pro
400H, while right image is Canon EOS
5D Mark III, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 400,
f/2 at 1/800

23
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“Here the film image is left untouched and the
digital image on the right has had just a slight
color balance and contrast adjustment.”

Left image is Contax 645, 80mm Zeiss lens, f/2.8 at 1/60 sec, Fujifilm Pro 400H, while right image is Canon EOS 5D Mark III,
50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 800, f/3.5 at 1/500 sec

ment, digital capture gives less experienced photographers
the freedom to experiment without the costs associated with
each film shoot such as film roll and lab processing. Digital
capture allows a photographer to experiment and receive
feedback with unique compositions, moving subjects, and
changing light without the worry of wasted film. Although
digital photography offers greater control with immediate, incamera awareness of exposure through histograms, film is the
hopeless romantic of the photographic family. With its
dynamic tonal range, soft feel, and rich grain, film possesses
an organic quality that is very forgiving for skin tones.
The natural look of film is not easily replicated. When
certain film stocks are overexposed, the resulting pastel tones
and delicately detailed whites cannot be mimicked in digital
capture. But the film devotee will face a steep learning curve
without the help of immediate image feedback. Film advances
your photographic education quickly, forcing you to become

a better, more diligent photographer. You are required to slow
down, focus, and meticulously frame every shot. There are
no images on the back of your camera to distract or prompt
you, so you must be fully attentive to your subject and your
camera’s settings. You are also confined to the ISO speed of
the film you have loaded. You may also have to additionally
prepare for your session by loading multiple film backs or
work with an assistant to help you change film rolls while
on a job, if you cannot change film as quickly as you’d like
to shoot. Having an assistant on a film based shoot can help
you maintain an even flow to the session, ensuring that
you create a seamless experience for your couple. While
shooting film may mean more preparation and technical
skill, photographers are rewarded with a distinct look and
unparalleled depth. The consistent color and tone of each roll
is achieved by sending your film to a professional lab instead
of spending hours post-processing.
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“There is something about
the organic look of film that
has always appealed to me.
Although I began learning and
shooting digital in 2005, I made
the decision to start shooting film
a few years ago. I now shoot in a
hybrid style with both film and
digital cameras. My engagement
sessions are mostly shot with
35mm and medium format films,
while my wedding coverage is
about 40 percent film. I still find
digital cameras superior in low
light environments, fast-paced
situations, and candid coverage.
I don’t shoot film above 800 ISO
at this time because of the
amount of grain, but this is purely
subjective. Also, I feel that because
of the nature of film grain, images
shot with film appear better in
print. Most of my couples have a
hard time telling the difference
between film and digital images,
but the trained eye can still tell
even after the digital image
has undergone a lot of
post-processing.”

Û

Choosing Your Equipment

“This colorful wall was very
bright and saturated with color,
however, when I overexposed
the film by a stop, the colors
become softer and more muted.”

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2.8 at 1/250 sec.
Fujicolor Pro 400H film
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Shades of red and skin tones look
amazing with film. I especially love
red lipstick on film.

Canon EOS-1V, 50mm 1.2 lens, f/2 at 1/125 sec.
Fujicolor Pro 400H

If you already have a business shooting digital photography and want to incorporate film into your offered services,
you can always introduce film coverage as an add-on. Even
a set of Holga shots or Polaroids are viable and valuable
additions in this creatively driven market. Bear in mind that
adding film into your photography packages will introduce
a significant cost to you because the actual expenses of
shooting and processing film are quite high. Make sure that
this cost is reflected in your pricing. Many photographers
choose to only shoot film because of the time involved in a
digital workflow. If you are culling and editing everything
yourself instead of outsourcing, you will be required to spend
more time in front of a computer. The cost of your time is
not considered by many photographers, but it is your greatest
resource and should have a great value!
Generally, film photographers develop close relationships with the labs and technicians who process the film and
deal with color and exposure, working with you to achieve
the look that you want to brand yourself with. Working with
a top lab is crucial to achieving the best film processing
results. Working with the same technician regularly will help
them become familiar with your work and the processing style
that you’re looking for. A top end lab will have a high quality
scanner and knowledgeable technicians that are capable of
producing immaculately processed and color corrected film,
in addition to creating high resolution film scans. Test shoots
are imperative when working with film, paying close attention
to settings and taking meticulous notes on the environment,
film speed, type of light, time of day, and camera settings in
order to fully understand how to construct your best images.
Digital cameras can produce sharp, high resolution
images that, while they are post-processing labor intensive,
allow for flexible image editing. Shooting RAW files allows
for greater versatility in exposure, contrast, and color balance.
Moreover, there is an extraordinary peace of mind that comes
with shooting digital imagery: the ability to review your
photos during your shoot, capture more images, and to a
greater degree, adapt your ISO to changing light conditions.
These features can be very alluring, especially if you are a
fledgling photographer or find yourself shooting in fast-paced
environments like weddings.
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Shooting with a digital camera offers the ability to shoot
multiple frames in a row, allowing photographers to capture
multiple exposures for that “perfect moment” without the fear
of wasting film. When shooting digital images, your exposure
needs to be exact or just slightly underexposed. Overexposing
skin tones can ruin a digital image by rendering the skin white
and completely devoid of color, texture, and digital information. It is possible to brighten an image in post-processing,
especially when shooting RAW, but if a part of your subject
in the image is overexposed, the white information was never
recorded onto the digital file, making it impossible to recoup.
On the other hand, overexposing certain film stocks, like Fuji
Pro 400H, creates more pleasing skin tones and a beautiful
pastel palette. When shooting film, your images need to be
exposed exactly, or overexposed. Underexposed film is very
hard to salvage. Always err on the side of overexposing your
film rather than underexposing it.
The digital capture process is very different from film.
Film has a greater dynamic range than digital, meaning that
it can smoothly record the depth and gradient variations in
highlights and whites. In addition to its wide-ranging ability
to capture brighter tones, film also has a greater capacity in
recording and reproducing colors like red and green than
digital cameras. Digital photography is convenient and fits
well in our increasingly fast-paced world; however, sometimes
being able to slow down with a film camera can make a
difference in how you shoot and the kind of quality and work
you produce.

Choosing Your Equipment

“I love the look of medium
format film paired with the
Zeiss glass.”

Lenses
Engagement sessions, along with other portrait sessions,
require significantly less gear than weddings. In order to
achieve high quality images, invest in lenses with good glass,
meaning a well-built lens with fast auto-focusing and excellent
color rendition. A lens that has a maximum aperture of
f/1.2–2.8 is generally preferred. A wide open aperture allows
more light to enter your lens and creates a greater depth of
field. Paired with lovely light, this wide aperture creates a
buttery “bokeh” effect (the aesthetic quality of the out-of-

Contax 645, 80mm Zeiss lens, f/2 at 1/500 sec.
Fujifilm Pro 400H
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focus areas of the image) and a softer look that aligns with
the current romantic style of the wedding industry. Try out
lenses or rent them before you buy so that you can make your
own comparisons on sharpness, bokeh, color rendition, and
contrast.
If you are looking for an all-purpose lens to launch your
glass collection, choosing a 50mm lens that opens up to an
aperture of 1.2 to 1.4 will improve the quality of your images
and minimize distortion while still offering the flexibility to
move easily between portrait and landscape images. Besides,
using a prime lens will force you to move your feet, creating
a sense of intimacy in close-up romantic portraits or a
vast perspective from a farther distance. Prime lenses tend
to have less distortion, chromatic aberration (magenta and
green color fringes on the edges of your subject), and less
back focusing issues than zoom lenses because they have
fewer moving parts. High-end zoom lenses, like Canon’s EF
24-70mm f/2.8 IIL USM lens, that minimize many of these
issues, are quite expensive, but well worth it if you want
excellent image quality.
While there is no absolute answer when it comes to what
type of lens is best for portraiture, most fashion photographers shoot with focal lengths no closer than 85mm. These
preferred lenses are chosen because they create more facial
compression and less distortion. It is also easier to separate
the subject from the background without having to shoot with
a wide open aperture. The further the lens is from the subject’s
face, the more realistic an image is created without distorting
the nose and ears. Many portrait photographers choose a focal
length between 70mm and 85mm because it creates great
close-up images while still allowing for the photographer to
shoot full-length photos.
Finding a good lens takes time and can be expensive.
Renting professional equipment while building your business is a cost-effective way to discover your style, create
professional quality images, and make sure that you’re
using a lens that will serve you and your particular brand.
If you’re planning on buying a new lens or camera, renting
it first will let you take it for a test drive before you invest in
a costly piece of glass. There is the concern that rental camera
equipment may be more beat up from overuse, lack of

“For most engagement
sessions, I only carry two
lenses on me. I use the
Canon EF 50mm f/1.2 L and
Canon EF 85mm f/1.2 L lens most
of the time, and can swap them
with the digital Canon EOS 5D
Mark III and 35mm film camera,
the Canon EOS-1V. I bring out
my Contax 645 or toy cameras
like the Holga depending on
the theme and style of the
engagement shoot. I find having
just two focal lengths forces me to
move around and see different
angles. It also saves my back from
carrying too much weight
on my shoulder!”

Û

calibration, or lack of servicing, so always test the gear before
you take it with you to an engagement session.
Buying lenses with superior quality glass will always be
reflected by the sharpness and color of your images. Consider
buying a lens hood for each of your lenses if it isn’t included.
In addition to protecting your lens in case you bump it,
lens hoods can keep unwanted stray light from entering
your frame and washing out your images. Lens hoods can
be especially helpful if you are shooting a subject in shade or
back light by shading your lens from light while still allowing
it to fall on your subjects. Finally, be sure to service your lenses
and equipment regularly and be aware of any signs of reduced
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“I tend to prefer prime lenses that
force me to move my body for
composition. I have to physically
move closer for an intimate portrait
and tighter crop or farther away for
a wide landscape.”

Choosing Your Equipment

sharpness or back focusing. Pay special attention to the
calibration on your lenses after any jostling, like a long plane
ride, by checking the sharpness of your lens and noticing if
the autofocus is having trouble focusing. Your equipment will
need to be sent in for a maintenance checkup periodically to
keep it in tip top shape.

Stephanie’s Camera Bag
Photographers have a lot of choices and options when it
comes to gear these days. I began my photography career
shooting with Canon equipment and still do for the most
part. Every major professional photography brand has the
high caliber equipment necessary for shooting great
engagement sessions, so really it’s about using what is
comfortable for you. Remember that these are just tools
in your hand. Your eye for light and composition along
with how you direct your subject are the most important
aspects. Here is an equipment list of what’s in my bag.

Canon EOS 5D Mark III
This full frame digital camera produces excellent color and
high resolution files. I shoot RAW files for maximum
editing latitude. One of the biggest improvements I have
seen in this camera compared to the Mark II is the Al Servo
tracking focus. It is absolutely spot on and tack sharp. I
also love the ergonomic design and the way the camera
feels and sits in my hands.

Canon EOS-1V
My go-to 35mm SLR film camera. It uses all the same
Canon EF lenses that I use with my Canon 5D Mark III.
It doesn’t produce the same “creaminess” of the Contax
645, but is perfect for engagement sessions and faster
paced environments to get film’s lovely color palette. The
cost of processing 35mm film is also less expensive than
medium format processing. I end up shooting about 8–10
rolls of 35mm film for an engagement shoot.
Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 50mm 1.2 lens, ISO 800,
f/2.8 at 1/250 sec
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When people make judgments they close all the possibility around them.
Jeff Koons

O

ne day a photographer who was still pretty new

behind the sexy pictures she’d seen in my portfolio. Inspired,

to the field invited me to lunch. Although she was

she thought she might entertain the thought of trying boudoir

quite busy through word of mouth, she was eager to have

photography. I encouraged her to think about it carefully, and

someone to bounce ideas off. She wanted to chat with

then shared other realities pertaining to boudoir: the need to

someone who’d been at it a bit longer than she had. I was

separate boudoir work from marketing efforts to families and

reluctant to be seen as one who had all the right answers

children; the importance of sensitively handling nervous re-

about the world of photography, but I did agree to meet

quests for nudes; the ability to comfortably engage in open

with her and offer whatever advice or guidance I could.

discussions with clients who might want to push the envelope

She had been shooting children and families and a review

a bit in an exploration of their sensual identities; entertaining

of her portfolio revealed she had quite a knack for getting little

clients who’d read Fifty Shades of Grey and thought it might

ones to reveal their rambunctious sides, their innocent beauty,

be fun to explore some of the edgy concepts presented in that

and their wide-eyed enthusiasm for the world around them. But

book in their own shoot . . .

she was curious about other niches of photography, she said,
and asked about my experience shooting boudoir.

As I continued, her expression began to reflect concern.
When she opened her mouth to speak, the words were: “I don’t

I gave her an overview, sharing stories that helped her see

think I could shoot nudes, or that other stuff, for that matter.”

that boudoir could be so much more powerful for clients than

I wasn’t surprised. Her facial expressions and body language

just a pretty-image-making experience. I shared inspiring

already told me what her words had not yet expressed.

stories about women going through and overcoming cancer;

We laughed and I told her: “Well, like I said, think about it

women getting reacquainted with themselves after significant

carefully. The last thing you want to do is inadvertently offend

weight loss; women recovering from abusive relationships and

your client or make her feel you’re judging her in any way. And

rediscovering their worth; women battling body dysmorphia

if you have reservations about any of it, it’s probably best to

and other mental distortions that made them feel inadequate

steer clear and avoid stress for yourself and your client!”

and/or unattractive; and stories about everyday women who
wanted to express their individual beauty regardless of age or
color.

She nodded in understanding, thanked me for the enlightening discussion, and with that our lunch came to an end.
This story highlights an important aspect regarding what we

As I shared my stories, her eyes grew wider and wider. She’d

as photographers bring to the table. Whether we’re consciously

never realized there could be so much emotion and meaning

aware of it or not, our values, morals, and ideas about what’s
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right and wrong lie just beneath the surface in everything we

energy into excitement for her shoot. Ultimately, you succeed.

say and do, and how we respond to those around us.

The shoot, which had started off a bit slowly at first, is now on
fire—every shot seems to be a keeper. And then she blurts out

And yet, most of us spend very little time actually looking

why she was so nervous: the boudoir album she plans to have

into and thinking about our values, morals and ideas about

you make is not for her husband, but for someone else. She looks

the world.

relieved to have released the burden of this huge secret, but she
is also anxiously looking at you to gauge your response.

Values are fascinating. They are handed down to us from one

How you feel about what she said has everything to do with

generation to the next. Many remain intact and unchallenged,

your value system, your morals, and your thoughts about infi-

while others are slowly molded over time—shaped by broader

delity. But your ability to maintain the bond with your client de-

cultural shifts which are reflected in movies, music, and other

pends on your ability to keep all of that from getting in the way.

media. Values may also change over time as a result of new life

In moments such as these—whether it’s an issue about in-

experiences. In any case, we human beings have a tendency

fidelity, someone who’s escaped an abusive relationship, a cli-

to expect that others share our values, and when we find they

ent with debilitating body image issues, or someone who lives

don’t, we can react negatively and be quick to judge.

a different lifestyle from yours (e.g., a member of the LGBT
community)—it is important to realize that you don’t have to

Judgment is detrimental in the context of a client relationship.

agree or disagree with your client’s life decision or situation.
You don’t even have to understand it. You do, however, have to

How can we understand our clients’ needs if we are busy judg-

refrain from judging it, and you do have to stay tuned in to her

ing them? How can we effectively listen for their emotional

emotional needs. That is your job as the boudoir photographer.

needs, when who they are and what they are trying to say is

By remaining focused on the task at hand, you are in no way

colored by our bias and judgment? How can we remain focused

sanctioning her circumstances. You have no way of knowing

on providing the experience they seek when we (specifically,

what this client’s life is truly like and, in the end, that unfaithful

our judging thoughts) get in the way?

client may very well choose to give the album to her husband as

Imagine this scenario: a client shows up for her shoot. She’s

a means of bridging a long-existing gulf between them, in which

a bundle of nervous energy. She confesses that she took the day

case your work will serve as an olive branch and a beautiful

off from work in order to be able to fly under the radar and not

start to their healing. Just maybe. Long story short, you have no

have to account for her whereabouts. This happens often enough

way of knowing what the future holds for your client. Your sole

that you don’t bat an eyelash. You go about prepping her for the

focus is guiding her through an amazing experience in the here

shoot, making her laugh, and helping her channel all that nervous

and now—one she will never forget.
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Values Can Be a Source for Common Ground

R

est assured, values aren’t always a source of tension.

write and thank me for “whatever magic” took place at my

In fact, they can often be a powerful source of bond-

studio; and 2) I continue to hear about glowing referrals from

ing between photographer and client. Take the following

new prospects whose friends and family I shot six or more

scenario:

years ago!

A 40+ year old mother of four decides to gift herself a

The greatest value in this scenario with the 40+ year old

boudoir shoot. She says: “I’ve spent so many years putting

mother of four who shares how she feels is this: because she

everyone else first that I wanted to do something just for me.

feels comfortable enough sharing her thoughts, you—the

I don’t spend a lot of money on clothing or shoes, like a lot of

photographer—are then able to directly address them and allow

women do, so I’m justifying this expense because this is really

her to rest easy knowing that she is understood; that she doesn’t

important to me. I need to feel feminine and pretty. It’s been

need to feel she is doing a selfish thing; that other women feel

so long since I’ve felt that way.”

this way too; and yes, this is a gift worth giving herself.

As a female photographer and mother of three, there’s so

Part of the process, and benefits, of examining one’s values

much in this woman’s story I personally can relate to, so I

involves figuring out where you draw the line in your work.

would feel motivated to make this the best experience she can

Clients may approach you:

remember. In this case, part of what I bring to the table is my
life experience as a mother, wife, and 40+ woman. But I also
know, as an experienced photographer, that her happiness
can have a long-lasting ripple effect—not just in her life,
but also in her family’s life, and in my own as well. How do I
know this? Because: 1) I’ve heard beautiful stories from lots
of husbands over the years, many who’ve taken the time to

• misunderstanding what boudoir photography is all about,
perhaps equating it with soft porn;
• requesting a certain theme or types of images you would
prefer not to shoot;
• asking if you would shoot a woman based on the fantasies
and ideas her husband or significant other has.

Boudoir Shock Treatment—Are You Ready for
and Open to New Ideas?

I

still remember early in my boudoir photography career

chains dangled and attached to wristlets. She asked for

when a client showed up and surprised me by bringing

help getting into it but at first I hadn’t a clue what I was

a get-up I’d never seen before. To be honest, I never even

even looking at! Once I realized what it was, I felt a bit

knew such a thing existed. It was a collar from which long

unsure . . . I didn’t really know what I felt about shooting
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her in this thing, but I did it anyway. Although she’d caught

photographer, the opportunity to check in with your values,

me off guard—and that was my fault because I hadn’t

and refocus your thoughts and ideas back onto your purpose

done a great job with helping her plan for her shoot—I was

for your work.

careful to keep the focus on her and what she wanted out

Now, years later, having defined my vision, purpose, and

of the shoot. She never knew I’d had my own little boudoir

motivations for shooting boudoir, I tend to draw clients whose

shock treatment moment. So she never felt judged.

goals sync up with my own. However, on those occasions when

Soon after this experience, I realized the importance of

I receive inquiries from prospective clients whose goals do not,

working more closely with my clients on concept-building. Not

I may choose to refer them to other photographers. Having clar-

only is planning ahead a value-added service to my clients,

ity about my values and comfort levels enables me to differen-

but it also prevents surprises. Planning ahead allows you, the

tiate between the two.
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An Interview with Barbara

Barbara is a sixty-something year old client I had the pleasure

What, if anything, would make you feel more com-

to shoot. Although she initially wanted to keep her images

fortable and confident heading into your shoot?

private, she felt strongly enough about this book project that

From the moment I met you I felt the connection I needed

she decided to participate in it.

to carry me through this new adventure/journey.

What motivates you to pursue a boudoir shoot right

What specifically might the photographer do to help

now?

you feel more comfortable and confident heading into

I was having my milestone 60th birthday. I wanted to

your shoot?

do something special. Creating a photographic memory

1.

Meet with me and connect with me.

of how I felt as a sensuous 60 year old woman became

2.

Ask me what I was hoping to accomplish.

my plan. I was happy to be one and wanted to be able to

3.

Show me samples of her boudoir work.

capture that feeling in print.

4.

Explain how the process would unfold . . . beginning
to end.

Heading into a boudoir shoot, what concerns you most?
As I had not done this before . . . I was trusting my

5.

Reassure me that all would be both okay and
wonderful.

own instinct to select a photographer I believed could
accomplish this mission with me successfully.

Some clients describe the boudoir experience as a roller
coaster of emotions. Was it so for you?

Aside from beautiful photographs, what else do you

At the beginning of the shoot I was a ball of energy.

hope to get out of this experience?

Each step relaxed me . . . the makeup application, the

I hope to build on my self-esteem by creating a sustainable

photographer’s experience showing through, and the

feeling in print that I could see of my own sensuality and

professional boudoir sets. As we began . . . I seemed to

enjoy it forever.

emerge as the 60 year old sensual woman I had been
feeling I was and in partnership with my photographer we

What three words would you select to describe the

were creating my photographs . . . I was both exhilarated

look/feel of the images you hope to create?

and exhausted at the end of the shoot. It was rewarding

Sensuous. Playful. Sexy.

work . . . Perhaps I will do it again.
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What did the photographer do specifically that helped

Even if you started this journey as a gift to someone

ease any anxiety or fears?

else, do you feel this experience was a gift to yourself

My photographer reassured me of the confidence she had

in some way?

in me and my ability to bring to the shoot everything

I started this project as a 60th birthday present to myself.

I was hoping to create because she saw in me . . . the

I consider it one of the greatest gifts I have ever given myself.

me I wanted to capture. She got it.

It captured the “me” I was feeling inside in such a beautiful
way. I cherish the photos and the “me” that was captured.

Aside from beautiful images, are there any other
positive outcomes from your boudoir experience?

Anything else you wish to share . . .

This was a truly sensual awakening for me of sorts. I felt

You can feel sensuous at any age. I believe I will always feel

I had it in me but the photographs reassured me of my

sensuous as long as I am alive. It is a state of mind. It doesn’t

sensuality. It was a self-esteem and confidence booster to

come out at every moment obviously but it is always in

look at the photos and feel both beautiful and sexy at the

you for the taking. It is a beautiful part of a woman to be

same time.

shared . . . Finding a photographer to capture that feeling
in photos to save and/or share was a dream come true.

Morals and Boundaries—Where Do You Draw the Line?

A

s a photographer of boudoir, you will have to

so there is no confusion and all parties remain on the

figure out where you draw the line in your work,

same page.

and where you will feel more comfortable referring a

If the purpose is to highlight the positive aspects of a

prospect. Couples boudoir, for example, is one such niche

powerful relationship, and I perceive that she has an equal say

photographers may or may not feel comfortable shooting.

in what will be shot and how, then I will shoot a couple. In my

I will gladly shoot a couple so long as we’ve had extensive

experience, it can be a beautiful experience! One couple I shot

discussions regarding the vision or concept for the shoot.

had so much chemistry. He could hardly take his eyes off her.

I am always quite straightforward about the types of

I assumed they were like this every day until she said, “I am so

images I am willing to shoot versus those I am unwilling

happy we did this! He hasn’t looked at me that way in years!”

to shoot. The key is to communicate expectations and

Wow. So take all those good vibes and feelings the women

limits without judgment and to use visuals (sample

I shoot in solo sessions experience and multiply that by two.

concept images) in order to establish a shared language

Not bad for a day’s work!
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The Insurmountable Obstacle That Is Judgment

I

cannot overemphasize how there is no place for judg-

By being judgmental we limit the extent to which the

ment in boudoir photography. Clients will sense the

boudoir experience can be transformative, because we risk
losing our client’s trust and partnership.

moment you are being judgmental—whether it’s body
language, the words you use, or your facial expressions.
The minute we become judgmental, we shut down any

Be ever mindful of the emotional needs of the person before

possibility that the client is going to have an all-around

your lens. Boudoir clients often feel vulnerable and exposed. It’s

positive experience, that she is going to feel proud of her

our job to ensure our clients feel safe even as they tangle with

images, and that she will leave with a raised self-esteem.

their feelings of vulnerability.

Self-Assessment Questions for Chapter 2
1.
2.
3.

4.

Make a list of values you were taught as a child (e.g., be

way to something you said or did . . . how did you feel?

honest; aim high; work hard, etc.)

What was the outcome of your exchange? How might a

Make a list of values you hold which may differ from those

business relationship change if you felt judged by the other

with which you were raised.

person?

How do you react when you encounter someone whose

5.

How might you have felt with the client who confessed

values may differ from your own?

she was doing the boudoir shoot for someone other than

Be sure to label the emotions as well as identify the actions

her husband? How might those feelings have affected your

you might be inclined to take.

expression, language, or willingness to work with them?

Think of a time when someone reacted in a judgmental

6.

Where might you draw the line in your work?

The Naked and the Lens
A Guide for Nude
Photography

Lou Benjamin
Second edition
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Above : © P. J. Reptilehouse. Where Edgerton’s camera was always fixed, P. J.
Reptilehouse uses a computer-controlled armature to move the camera. In this
eleven-second exposure, the camera rotated on its axis while twenty variable-intensity
pulses of light from LED strobes illuminated the figure. The model stood fairly still
for this image, but often moves as well.
Facing : © Lou Benjamin. Model: Lauren Babree. Camera was affixed to a tripod.
Exposure 0.8 sec. f/10, ISO 100.
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It’s Not Just About the Body
Art photographs can be studies in pure form, but
often they’re more than that. For example, they
can be portraits, explore narrative, or provide social
commentary.
The idea of narrative in photography is easy to see
in photographic sequences, where the viewer creates
the action by deducing what has changed between
each frame. Within the single frame, narrative can
arise from the relationship between compositional elements, but it also often arises out of the way in which
the viewer processes an image linguistically. This starts

with mentally naming the objects perceived within
the picture plane.
Environmental portraiture is largely about using
the surroundings to tell a story about the person
depicted, and environmental nudes can have a
similar narrative quality. While a portrait tends to be
a story about an actual person, environmental nudes
are more often about a character in a setting or an
idea. Environmental nudes often place the subject
in a setting where nakedness is not acceptable or
expected, emphasizing nakedness itself. In other
instances, the environmental nude is more about the
sculpture of the body in a space. A popular trope is

Facing (top) : © Scott Foltz, from the series Waterscape Nudes. Dragging the shutter
gives the flowing water a glassy quality while the perfectly still model is rendered
tack-sharp.
Facing (bottom) : © Terry Slater.
Above : © Osmyn J. Oree, from the series Exposed. “In our society, males are seen
as pillars of strength that must not show any sign of weakness. The photographs in
Exposed confront this stereotype and show portraits of men that are both revealing
and sensitive … The men in the images are now vulnerable while the viewer has the
power … I understand the reluctance to expose one’s body and seek to explore that
through my photographs.”
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placing a naked woman in a dilapidated space. The
opposition of decadence and the female form in
images often dramatizes the quality of beauty itself.
Gary Breckheimer is a master of the environmental
nude. He considers himself a rule-breaker, and he gets
a rush from creating daring and beautifully crafted
street nudes. In his work, he focuses upon the juxtaposition of the female form against the environment and
adds erotic overtones. The clever works often bristle
with subtext. Breckheimer has spent twenty years
refining his art, and cites Robert Farber’s “Moonscapes”
as an early inspiration that still calls to him today.
Another form of environmental nude is an extension of environmental portraiture, where the subjects
happen to be nude. Both Nan Goldin and Elinor
Carucci use photography as a kind of personal journal,
photographing important people in their lives in an
up-close and personal way. Their photographs represent slices of their own lives and the environments are
pieces of their own worlds.
Props provide another means of adding narrative
to an image. The subject often focuses attention on
the prop, or uses the prop to relate to other characters
in the scene or to the viewer. A lot of props carry a
symbolic charge; for example, boas and beads carry a
heavy association with burlesque. Guns and knives are
often cliché, and so are crosses, but such props can
still be used in ways that transcend. Certain props are
so loaded with meaning that the challenge in shooting with them can be a matter of keeping the prop
from hijacking the image!

Facing : “Gass” © Gary Breckheimer.
Above (top) : © Donna Feldman Lasky.
Above (bottom) : “The Legacy of Pirates,” © Richard Rasner (Unique Nudes)
of Nakayama Studios.
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Bodyscapes borrow heavily from landscape
photography that dates back to the beginning of
photographic art. In most cases, framing, lighting, and
surprising points of view are often used to turn body
parts into visual metaphors for mountains, dunes, and
other geological phenomena.
There are also landscape photographs that strongly
suggest the human figure, mirroring the effect of
bodyscapes. An interesting twist is the hybrid that
comes about by dominating the foreground of a
landscape image with a bodyscape. The styles of
landscape and bodyscape merge, and the bodyscape
returns to its roots.
Reference, parody, and commentary are three
ways in which images have employed the nude very
effectively, and often controversially. Terry Donovan’s
Model vs. Photographer series creates a kind of parody
rarely seen. In it, he has reprised shots he did with
models with himself as the subject. The project was
invented out of necessity: he had no one to shoot
with, and he wanted to keep shooting. While many
photographers of nudes recommend that we get in
front of the camera ourselves to experience what it’s
like, a male photographer assuming the poses of a
female model is a proposition that ups the ante. In an
email exchange about the series, Donovan said this
about his process: “The early shots were done months,
even years after the original shot had been taken.
Most of the recent ones are taken at the same time
as I’m shooting the model … The biggest challenge is
trying to match the pose when I’m not using a mirror,
and … I have to rely on my memory of the model’s
pose as my only guide. As you can see, I miss more
often than hit.”
Donovan eventually took the idea a step further
with The Model’s Revenge, a project where he turned
over creative control to the model and allowed himself
to be photographed in whatever way the model
asked, with no limits. The intention was to make
himself as vulnerable as the models in his routine
shoots.
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Renee Cox did a body of work called Flipping
the Script, which reinterpreted European religious
masterpieces including the Pietà, Adam and Eve, and
Michelangelo’s David, using contemporary African-American figures. The lightning rod of the series
is a piece called “Yo Mama’s Last Supper,” in which
a nude Renee Cox stands in for Jesus in a rendition
of the Leonardo da Vinci work that inspired it. Cox
says her work is about breaking down stereotypes,
and describes the image as a tongue-in-cheek piece
dealing with issues of race, gender, and stereotypes.
Provocative, yes, but she says she wanted to have fun
with it. She also acknowledges that one of the inspirations for her work is that while Christianity is big in the
African-American community, its iconography does
not include images of black people. As a response,
she took it upon herself to re-envision those classic
images. That is a powerful, and controversial, context.

“American Pieta” © J. D. Yezierski. Model: Melissa Troutt. Referencing the AbuGhraib scandal and the Pietà of Michelangelo, this photo calls attention to ideals,
politics, and shame. See Terry Slater’s photo in Chapter Six for a more direct
reference to the Michelangelo work.
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Interview with Harvey Stein
(HarveyStein.com)

Harvey Stein is a professional photographer, teacher,
lecturer, curator, and author based in New York City.
He currently teaches at the International Center of
Photography, and in the Master of Professional Studies
Program in Digital Photography at the School of Visual
Arts. He has also been a member of the faculty at the
Rochester Institute of Technology, Drew University, the
New School University, and the University of Bridgeport. Stein is a frequent lecturer on photography both
in the United States and abroad.
A recipient of a Creative Arts Public Service (CAPS)
fellowship and numerous artist in residency grants,
Stein had a book of photographs, Parallels: A Look at
Twins, published by E. P. Dutton in 1978. Stein’s second
book, Artists Observed, was published by Harry Abras,
Inc. in 1986. A color volume of photographs called
Coney Island, was published by W. W. Norton in 1998.
His book Movimento: Glimpses of Italian Street Life was
published in December 2006.
Stein’s photographs have been published in
such periodicals as The New Yorker, Time Life, Esquire,
American Heritage, Smithsonian, The New York Times,
Reader’s Digest, Glamour, Forbes, Psychology Today,
Playboy, Harpers, Connoisseur, Art News, American
Artist, New York, People, Der Spiegel, Die Zeit, and all the
major photo magazines, including Camera Arts, Black
& White Magazine (cover), Popular Photography, American Photo, Camera, Afterimage, Zoom, Photo Metro,
fotoMagazine, and View Camera.
Stein’s photographs have been widely exhibited in
the United States and Europe—over 70 one-person
and 135 group shows to date. He has also curated
numerous exhibits. His photographs are in more than
50 permanent collections, including the Bibliothèque
Nationale, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum
of Fine Arts (Houston), the Brooklyn Museum of Art,
the New Orleans Museum of Art, the International
Center of Photography, the Denver Museum of Art,
the Carnegie Museum of Art (Pittsburgh), the Portland (Oregon) Museum of Art, Museet for Fotokunst
(Odense, Denmark), Musée de La Photographie (Charleroi, Belgium), the Portland (Maine) Museum of Art,

Facing : Portrait of Annie Sprinkle © Harvey Stein.
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the Corcoran Gallery of Art, the American Museum of
Natural History, the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, the
Addison Gallery of American Art, and the corporate
art collections of Polaroid, Reader’s Digest, Johnson
& Johnson, Hewlett Packard, LaSalle Bank (Chicago),
Barclays Bank, and Credit Suisse.
His work is represented by the Bruce Silverstein
Gallery, Throckmorton Fine Art, June Bateman Fine
Art, and the Forest Scott group, New York City; and by
the Photo Researchers Agency, New York City.

You teach a course in photographic seeing
at International Center of Photography.
Many argue that ways of seeing cannot be
taught. Do you feel you’re teaching your
students to see, or awakening them to their
own unconscious ways of seeing?
XXI think it’s a blend of both. In the “Photographic
Seeing” class that I teach at ICP, we look at the
major individual elements that make up a photograph, such as light, color, line, focus/blur,
perspective, shape and pattern, etc. Each week I
give a shooting assignment that concentrates on one
of these elements. So we atomize the photograph,
and look intensely at each element individually and
intensely. This heightens the student’s awareness and
appreciation of this photographic “property” and they
practice featuring it in their work. Simultaneously, I
am always talking about being intuitive, emotional,
and accessing the submerged parts of our psyche.
How does teaching relate to your creative
process, and how does it affect your photographic practice?
XXTeaching means I have to pause every week to really
consider many and various issues about photography,
rather than just making work. In preparing classes,
I must do research, think about issues, look at other
photographers’ work as well as books and exhibits,
etc. So I learn in preparing to teach and I learn from
my students. Occasionally, the students inspire me
and I get ideas for my own work from the classroom.
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Do you think that it is important to look
at other artists’ work, and is a knowledge
of art history or the history of photography
valuable? For your own work, there seems to
be a psychological dimension as well. Is that
something you studied?
XXI’ve always been interested in people and the human
condition. I love people; they make life meaningful
and rich. So all my life, I’ve studied them, formally
in school and informally just being alive and around
them. And most of my photographic practice
revolves around photographing them. If there is some
psychology that seeps into my images, that’s great,
it’s one of my aims, in the spirit of learning and
understanding more.
	  I think a knowledge of what others in your field
have done in the past and are currently doing is
always valuable. Not to copy or emulate them, but
to build upon. Knowledge is always positive; it can
build confidence and help further your practice. If it
gets in your way, jettison it.
Is there a core idea or set of ideas that
shapes your approach to shooting nudes?
XXUsually my subject and I agree to do some nude
photography so we think about location, props, and
perhaps why and what I want to shoot and show.
Each situation is different. My overriding idea is to
enjoy it, be playful, somewhat different and even
surreal, and to work collaboratively with the subject.
And perhaps to learn more about myself and the
subject. And always to make the best image I can.
Do you consider yourself a technical
photographer, and how important is the
technical aspect of the work that you make?
XXI don’t consider myself a technical photographer but
I know technique, especially lighting. This comes
from taking classes in the past, from reading and
looking at photographs, from common sense and
from learning while teaching. I think of myself as
being intuitive yet thoughtful, and very open to
taking chances photographically. Technique for its
own sake is an empty exercise. Technique should
always be in the service of the image and what you
are trying to say.

Facing : © Harvey Stein.
Above : © Harvey Stein.
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What recommendations do you have for
someone who wants to begin shooting fine
art nudes?
XXMy suggestions for someone beginning to shoot fine
art nudes is to not be overly serious about it, to have
fun with it, to practice, and to avoid clichés and
what others have done. Also, do it tastefully with
humanity and humility, and always treat your subject
with respect and kindness.
Many contemporary photographers are very
focused on getting that first solo gallery
show, getting their work into a magazine,
or putting together their first book. You’ve
achieved those things many times over.
Have those accomplishments affected the
way you work? Were those milestones ever
key motivations, or were they a product of
something else? What motivates you now?
XXThese accomplishments do not at all affect the way
I work. I don’t think of any of that while doing
my photography. That is the past. I’m interested in
moving forward and always making new images and
learning more about the world and myself through
my art. I’d say trying to get shows or gallery exhibits
or books published is always a motivation, but not
the prime motivation. My main motivation is to
make the best images I can, to stretch and grow
through my work, and to impart some of the things
I have learned back to my students and fellow
workers. Doing photography makes me happy and
a better person, it has sustained me for many, many
years. There is nothing else I’d rather be doing.
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Interview with
Barney Cokeliss

(BarneyCokeliss.com)
Barney Cokeliss grew up in London and was shooting
record covers and book jackets as a photographer
before he left school. He studied English Literature at
Oxford and spent a year at Princeton in the Film and
Creative Writing departments before winning a place
on the prestigious BBC TV training scheme.
His directing career began with Tea, a short commissioned by MTV Europe, which went on to be the
shortest film selected at Sundance. Barney then wrote
and directed Queen’s Park Story for BBC2’s 10 x 10
strand. The Observer called it “the best British drama
on television this year.” It was in the official selection
at the Venice Film Festival and won Best Director at
Toronto.
Barney is represented by Ridley Scott Associates for
commercials, and by United Agents for film and television. He has directed commercials for clients such as
Volkswagen, Lexus, Typhoo, Toyota, and BMI Airlines.
His films for the National Health Service have won
advertising awards year after year and his safe-sex film
Spoiled was voted Scotland’s favourite ad.
In 2009, Taschen America published Barney’s
photographic nudes alongside the work of Jan Saudek
and Terry Richardson. His portrait subjects have
included Gil Scott-Heron, Ravi Shankar, John le Carré,
Ray Liotta, and Jacques Derrida among many others. A
monograph of his nudes is in preparation.
In 2010, Barney shot a new short film for Hill
Holiday in New York, sponsored by Liberty Mutual, and
had two feature films in development: one original
and one based on a short story by the celebrated
British author J. G. Ballard.

You have a lot of commercial work
and portraiture in your CV. How does your
experience of making that work affect the
way that you approach shooting nudes, and
what impact do your nudes have on your
commercial work?
XXI moved through portraiture to nudes—a lot of my
early work was of famous people and making nudes
was a way of getting around the focus on the individual that’s inherent in portrait photographs of eminent
people. At the same time, I like my nudes to feel
in some way like portraits—I don’t want the model
to seem anonymous or just there to provide a body
or an abstract form—but portraits of people whose
identity isn’t known. Portraits and nudes are on the
same spectrum for me—essentially the fascination is
in taking pictures of people and of human situations.
I still love both.
	  As for my commercial work, that’s mostly moving
image so it doesn’t relate directly to my photographs.
I’d love a commercial brief that fit the style of my
nudes, but often the commercials have another
focus—comedy, storytelling, and so on. Maybe the
closest I’ve come in my commercials to the look
of my nudes is a safe sex ad I shot for the NHS
(National Health Service) in Scotland: there’s a
contemplativeness in that one that has something in
common with my pictures.

Your images seem to have a very strong
sense of subtext. Is that a result of the
discipline of filmmaking? Are there specific
storylines driving your images?
XXI love images that imply a narrative, even if it’s not
clear what exactly the story is. The tension between
feeling there’s a story there and not being able to say
for sure what it is can be a real force in an image.
This preference may be related to my film work,
though in film the aim is usually to tell a story, not
just hint at one! Painters like Kitaj and photographers
like diCorcia are certainly an influence in the kind of
suspended narratives they conjure. As for the parallel
with film, I find it really exciting that, say, The
Piano was apparently inspired by a photograph. But
sometimes “cinematic” can be too obvious an effect
for a photographer to aim for—unless you’re Cindy
Sherman and you’re subverting the whole thing. I
suppose my photography keeps my film-making
image conscious, and my film-making keeps my
photography aware of narrative. What I don’t do is
work out elaborate plots which I try to represent in
the pictures—I’m more interested in leaving part of
the story open to interpretation. Photo-stories can be
wonderful—I’ve loved Duane Michals’ work since I
first saw it as a kid—but that’s a whole other thing.

© Barney Cokeliss.
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Facing : © Barney Cokeliss.
Above : © Barney Cokeliss.
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How would you say your photographic
consciousness has changed over time?
XXI think I started out, like a lot of beginner photographers, very focused on composition and form. Over
time I’ve got more interested in atmosphere and
implied story and let the compositional elements
become more submerged. I think a good photograph
has to be interestingly composed, but it doesn’t have
to make a big deal out of it.
Did Duane Michals or some other photographer inspire you to pick up the
camera?
XXDrtikol and Duane Michals were probably the two
photographers that most impressed me when I was
first picking up the camera—they don’t have much
in common! Cartier-Bresson is unavoidable too—I
spent a few of my teenage years taking pseudo-Cartier-Bresson portraits of all my friends.
How much pre-visualization goes into your
nudes? Do you go so far as to sketch or storyboard what you plan to shoot? How much
do improvisation and “happy accidents”
figure in your work?
XXIt varies. I always spend some time thinking about
what I want to achieve from a shoot, and I have a
bank of references for poses and situations that I’d
like to explore. But I spend a lot of time trying to
work against anything that looks posed. Often it’s the
position the model takes between rolls of film that
I end up focusing on. So in that respect I try and
find a little bit of documentary in what is essentially
an artificial situation. One reason I don’t tend to
do sketches in advance is that my film work is very
thoroughly prepared—it has to be given the number
of people involved—and I like my photography to be
opposite to that.
When and how do you decide that a
story should be told as a still, or perhaps a
series of stills, rather than as a film?
XXRight at the beginning—I think the ideas come
from different parts of my brain. But, now that you
mention it, cross-pollinating them might be a good
idea!

When you shoot stills, are you thinking in
terms of capturing a single image? When
do you know that you have something that
works?
XXI certainly feel that I only need one successful image
for a shoot to be success—sometimes having too
many from one shoot feels like a waste as it’s harder
to use them all without seeming repetitive. But I
try to leave space to see what happens spontaneously, rather than just homing in on one key shot.
I can know very early if I’m getting something that
works—if the model and the location are right then
the odds are very good. I rely a lot on casting and
locations, so when one or both is disappointing then
it can be a struggle. The location has to have a tonality that lets me create some contrast (so many rooms
have pale walls, which make things much harder for
me) and the model has to have something truthful
about them—my biggest struggle is when the model
is too professional-seeming: I’m not interested in
pictures of models modeling.
Light seems to be an important part of your
shots. Is everything lit, or do you rely on
available light? How much does the lighting
affect the amount of work you can produce
in a session?
XXI work with as little additional lighting as possible.
I’ve been lucky enough to work with some of the
great cinematographers (people like Eduardo Serra)
and I’ve learned that it’s often a case of what you
don’t add rather than what you do.
Has working with cinematographers
strengthened your ways of thinking or communicating about visual ideas?
XXWorking with cinematographers can be a wonderful dialogue—it’s a collaboration you don’t really
experience as a photographer. There’s always a dual
aspect to the dialogue—it’s partly about storytelling
and partly about aesthetics. Good cinematography is
when the aesthetics are a key part of the storytelling,
and not merely decorative.

Facing : © Barney Cokeliss.
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Many of your photos have a look that
evokes the painted portraits of the likes
of van Dyck, and possibly Sargent. They
also remind me somewhat of Tina Barney’s
photographs, and she has said outright that
she was influenced by Dutch painting. Is
this semblance in your work the result of a
conscious intent? What would you say are
your primary visual influences?
XXMy primary influences probably aren’t directly
comparable to my own pictures. I’m certainly not
trying to restage the masters. Tina Barney’s work has
a different texture to mine but the way she presents people is very interesting and unforced so I’m
flattered by the comparison. Aside from the people
I’ve already mentioned, I’d say Kirchner, Hockney,
and Modigliani are painters that I love. Photographers I’d mention are Drtikol, Goldin, Roversi, Penn,
Brandt. More recent enthusiasms for me have been
the photographs of Bill Henson, David Hilliard, and
Elinor Carucci.
If your influences are not visible in the look
of your work, then your connection to them
is not about the surface. Can you say a little
more about some of the ideas that come
from these influences?
XXI think the biggest influence I get from looking at
other people’s work is in expanding my idea of what
can make a photograph. It’s easy to get caught up
in your own spiral of obsessions, and seeing another
photographer create fascinating images from something totally different can free you up a bit.
What do you think is the value of being
aware of your influences?
XXBeing aware of your influences can help you avoid
merely aping them.
Your images seem to be set in pretty affluent
surroundings. Are you trying to make a
particular statement or portray a particular
idea? Is there a central theme uniting your
images?
XXThere’s no statement in the location choice whatsoever. The affluence of the surroundings is
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coincidental and the result of upmarket hotel rooms
of a certain sort being one of the surest sources of
mid-tone (or darker) walls, deep colours, and a bit of
window light. A lot of my shoots are quite opportunistic—I’ll find myself in a strange city with maybe
one day to spare and there won’t be time to do a big
location recce, so I often end up in a hotel. But my
mental list of locations to explore next is hotel-free.
Can you describe the sort of direction that
you give to your nude subjects? Do you
direct your subjects for still shots in the
same way that you direct film actors?
XXI think the fundamental interaction is similar in
that you’re trying to relax people so that they can
give of themselves unselfconsciously. But I don’t put
my nude subjects through the kind of exploratory,
improvisational process that I find works well for
actors. Maybe I should. Then again, I often find
inexperienced models produce the best results and
they’ve usually got enough on their mind doing their
first photo shoot without me throwing drama games
at them.
What do you think your sitters need from
you to give a great portrayal in front of the
camera, and how does one learn to be an
effective director?
XXI think actors need to feel simultaneously that you
know what you want but that you are also open to
what they want to try. With my photographs there’s
an element of trying to normalize an odd situation—
the model is in a strange place with someone they
don’t necessarily know well, possibly taking their
clothes off in front of the camera for the first time.
So a large part of my direction is just maintaining a
normal, relaxed interaction. I’ve had some first-time
models move, in just a few minutes, from apprehension about being naked to actually forgetting that
they’re naked and wondering why passers-by look at
them strangely if they stand by the window during a
break. I think this has a lot to do with the atmosphere you create.

Web Resources
Ansel Adams—http://bit.ly/1aKDc1c
Diane Arbus—artnet.com/artists/diane-arbus/
Eugène Atget—http://ti.me/1BNIv5p
Tina Barney—http://bit.ly/1a5Z1qV
Vanessa Beecroft—vanessabeecroft.com
Henri Cartier-Bresson—http://bit.ly/1iV9w2h
Elinor Carucci—http://www.elinorcarucci.com
Renee Cox—reneecox.org
Philip-Lorca diCorcia—http://bit.ly/1GZ9Kk8
František Drtikol—http://www.artnet.com/artists/
frantisek-drtikol/
Harold “Doc” Edgerton—http://edgerton-digital-collections.
org/galleries/iconic
Walker Evans—http://ti.me/1PjWJFh
Robert Farber, Moonscape—farber.com/nudes/
Lady Mary Filmer—http://bit.ly/1DeEOY5
Lee Friedlander, nudes—fraenkelgallery.com/portfolios/
nudes
David Hilliard—davidhilliard.com/info_pages/about.html
International Center of Photography—icp.org
André Kertész—brucesilverstein.com/artists/
estate-of-andr-kertsz
R. B. Kitaj—http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/rb-kitaj-1416
Alberto Korda, Che portrait—rebekahjacobgallery.com/
alberto-korda/
Magritte, treachery of images—http://collections.lacma.org/
node/239578
Duane Michals—http://bit.ly/1GLhXbo
Gjon Mili—http://nyr.kr/1O9kX3C
Eadweard Muybridge—http://bit.ly/1a5N58v
Irving Penn—www.artnet.com/artists/irving-penn/
Cindy Sherman—http://bit.ly/1fwjdiY
Edward Steichen—http://bit.ly/1FjEi0u
Alfred Stieglitz—http://bit.ly/1CVad3K
Jock Sturges—http://bit.ly/1Nge2c0
Garry Winogrand—photogs.com/bwworld/winogrand.html
Francesca Woodman—artnet.com/artists/
francesca-woodman/

fleshing out the idea
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